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On March 17, 2007, eight (8) developmentoriented organizations in Runruno, Quezon
held a Mass Induction Ceremony with the
Governor of Nueva Vizcaya as Guest of
Honor and Inducting Officer.
____________________________________________________
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SPEECH OF GOVERNOR LUISA LlOREN “BANTI” CUARESMA AS A
KEYNOTE SPEAKER OF THE INDUCTION PROGRAM OF MTL PHIL.
INC - RUNRUNO LIVELIHOOD FOUNDATION LAST MARCH 17, 2007

“The very industrious Brgy. Captain Dodoy Rafael, almost everyday he came to my office to
follow –up all the request for the development of this barangay and it seems he like a students
attending his class. I appreciate his patience and industry as a public servant. He gave so much
attention with the development of Runruno particularly for the good of his constituents. Mr.
Mendoza the Executive Director of RLF, the President of the RLF, Atty Santos and Atty
Soriano, to all the officers and members and different organizations… Good morning!
I observed that most who are here and members of Runruno Livelihood Foundation are
women. We are celebrating WOMEN’S MONTH this March.
When I came here after the typhoon PAENG, I saw the great effect of the calamity to the
community thus the Provincial government gave emphasized on your needs here to recover again
and I was so glad to see that now, Runruno recovered after that devastating typhoon that visited
us.
I am so happy to hear all the testimonies because the company MTL and RLF have great
help to the community of Runruno. There are so many community development projects that the
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company gave to the community. So while the company is still here grab the opportunity to get
all the projects they are giving you like skills training and livelihood projects. I cited to you the
case of the project (Casecnan dam project) at Alfonso Castaneda wherein the company gave
them livelihood projects but when the company finished their contract, the ways of living is back
to normal they go on farming they do not give importance and value of the livelihood projects
given. Plant more trees for your protection. The company is here to help you and you have to
support them also.
In behalf of the Provincial government, I extend our great appreciation to the company
MTL PHIL. INC – Runruno Livelihood Foundation for their help to the community of Barangay
Runruno. Hoping there are more help that you will extend to the community because what I
want is for the goodness of this barangay.
I heard from the testimony of one of the DAY CARE WORKER that the Day Care
Building was destroyed during the typhoon. Don’t worry we will make a way so that building
will be put up with our partnership of our former Congressman Carlos M. Padilla. Take note it
Capt, all my promises came true just remind it to me”.
______________________________________________________________________________

Before the speech of the Governor, several
Runruno resident-beneficiaries gave their
individual testimonies about the development
activities going on in their barangay.
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TESTIMONIES

1. ENVIRONMENT
I am Marina Sanchez, one of the officers of Runruno Livelihood Foundation. I am only
presenting all the projects of MTL – RLF on environment wherein we have established
eleven (11) nurseries to all schools of Quezon and the awarding of the best nursery school
implementor was just finished. Quezon National High School of Baresbes won the first,
second is Maasin, third is Quezon National High School Annex here at Runruno, fourth is
Runruno Elementary School. In partnership with DepEd and TESDA, we have also a nursery
at Dipilipig, in front of Fundamental Baptist Church and in front of Mr. Rudy Andrada for
the “Adopt a Mountain Project” having an area of ten (10) hectares with twelve (12)
identified beneficiaries.
You can also make a request of the projects you want or you can suggest for the good of
our projects so that even the company is not here there is something left to us and for our
children.
SALAMAT PO! ! !
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2. HEALTH AND NUTRITION

I am Caridad Bogue, Barangay Nutrition Scholar (BNS) and one of the volunteer worker
of Runruno Livelihood Foundation. I present to you the projects of MTL PHIL. INC. on
Health and Nutrition Program. A feeding to all Grades I and 2 and day care, a total of 414
children throughout the barangay is conducted weekly from Sitio Dumaliguia, Centro,
Cabinuangan, Busat and Atan.
The company has provided also a free doctor and nurse. The doctor is here every Friday
and our nurse is full time here. After the typhoon PAENG, the company through the Runruno
Livelihood Foundation has conducted a series of medical mission headed by the RLF
President, DRA. MARIA NANETTE MENDOZA. We observed that after the typhoon
“PAENG” there is no outbreak of diseases. “Sila po ang nakatutok dito sa amin”
A fumigation was also conducted after typhoon PAENG to eradicate the dengue and
malaria mosquitos.
The company also provided medical equipments such as nebulizer, portable oxygen tank
and medical first aid kit to school at Busat Elem. School and QNHS Annex.
A Botica sa Barangay is also given wherein we can buy medicines at price the same with
the price at Solano.
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3. EMPLOYMENT
I am Hilda Bugarin of Malilibeg, Runruno, Quezon, Nueva Vizcaya. My husband is one
of the 253 employees of MTL PHIL. INC and I am one of the volunteer worker of Runruno
Livelihood Foudation. This help us a lot on my family like in sending our children to school
especially for the financial support because during the time that MTL PHIL. INC AND RLF
is not here I am only a plain housewife and my husband has only a work if somebody hired
him, there is no fix source of income needed in meeting our daily needs.
I know that it is not only for my family that MTL PHIL. INC AND RLF is helping but
also to all who are employed here at MTL PHIL. INC AND RLF. They have also experience
a little ease in life.
SALAMAT PO! ! !

4. SKILLS AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT
I am Jesus Germono, one of the 24 OSY (Out of School Youth) who undergo skills
training at TESDA, Tuguegarao, Cagayan. This was finance by MTL-RLF this includes food
allowance and our tuition fees. Even our parents went to TESDA, Tuguegararao and they
proved that it was true that the company was providing our needs. Without the MTL-RLF we
did not acquired our skills we learned in the training.
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Out of the 24 OSY (Out of School Youth), we were 4 who finished advanced training on
welding, this is G-MAW (Gas Metal Arc Welding) wherein we learned to weld even
aluminum and other different kinds of metal. I extend my thanks to MTL- RLF for their
support to us specially to the youth.
MARAMING SALAMAT PO ! ! !

EDUCATION
I am Maria Crisanta Suyo, one of the six teachers of Runruno who is receiving a salary
from MTL-RLF, three elementary teachers, one high school teacher and two day care
worker. I graduated with honors with the degree Bachelor in Elementary Education but
because of the low employment, I grab the opportunity as a day care worker. My salary has a
great help to me and to my family as well.
The company distributed also 850 school supplies after the Typhoon PAENG to all
schools that includes Runruno Elementary School, Dumaliguia Elementary School, Busat
Elementary School, Atan Elementary School, Cabinuangan Elementary School, Quezon
National High School- Annex, Day Care Center and Dumaliguia and here at Centro.
The company also constructed a Day Care Center here at Centro but unfortunately it was
destroyed last typhoon PAENG so we are temporarily utilizing the building at the side of the
Brgy. Hall even the space is not enough. So, if it can be, we request you Ma’am Governor
to provide us a building.
That’s all. MARAMING SALAMAT PO! ! !
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5. LIVELIHOOD
I am Rosie Castillo of Dumaliguia, Runruno, Quezon, Nueva Vizcaya. I extend my
thanks to the MTL PHIL. INC and Runruno Livelihood Foundation for all their unending
support to the community, the trainings they conducted and all livelihood projects.
SALAMAT PO! ! !

6. VOLUNTEER WORKER
I am Flora Guillao, one of the volunteer workers of Runruno Livelihood Foundation. We
should support the company for there are lot of help they extended, we can prove it because
just after the typhoon PAENG they are the one who helped us first to provide our needs just
like the repair of roads that was damaged, it might be until now the roads are not repaired if
the company is not here. So those who said that the company has nothing do for the good of
the barangay, IT IS NOT TRUE because you are directly benefited from it. What I can say is
that while the company is here with us why don’t just grab the opportunity to get all that
projects they are giving.
So fellow constituents of this barangay , we will extend our support to the company for
they are of great help to us.
SALAMAT PO ! ! !
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Other photos taken during the occasion:
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